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HERE'S THE DEAL 

State-related universities get some funding restored, 
but they also fall under the Right to Know Law. 

Judging from testimony in the state House last week, 

it sounds as if the leaders of Penn State, Pitt and 

Temple universities, rather like Lewis Carroll's White 

Queen, are trying to believe two impossible things 

before breakfast. 

They want to believe the Legislature should give them 

more money, or at least stop cutting tax funding for 
the schools. 

And they want to believe they still deserve some sort 

of exemption from full disclosure rules that come with 
tax funding. 

Testifying before the House Appropriations 

Committee, heads of the state-related universities 

criticized Gov. Tom Corbett's budget proposal, which 

cuts another $140 million next fiscal year from the 

schools' allocations. The exception is Lincoln 

University, which is in line to get the same funding as 
in the current year. 

Pitt Chancellor Mark Nordenberg warned that 

slashing state aid pushes the universities toward 

becoming purely private institutions, which would 

deprive Pennsylvania students of the tuition discounts 
afforded by state money. 

Yet at the same time, the educators resisted -- at least 

cautiously -- calls in the Legislature to require the 

state-related schools to be covered by the state's Right 

to Know Law, which would make all their funding a 

matter of public record. 

Well, which is it? 

State funding comes with strings attached. 

Accountability and transparency with the public, the 

ultimate source of all tax dollars, are two of those 

strings. So institutions that want public support need 
to be willing to let the public inspect their books. 

We support legislation that has been introduced to 

strip the state-related schools' partial exemption in the 

Right to Know Law. The existing act only requires 

disclosure of how the universities spend money 
coming from the state. 

At the same time, we think the Legislature needs to 

restore at least some of the money that Gov. Corbett 
wants to cut from higher education. 

Let's make a deal, then. Give the state-related 

universities back their money, and take away their 

open-records exemption. (We know where the state 

can get some extra revenue for that purpose, too: from 
taxing Marcellus Shale natural gas extraction.) 

Transparency traditionally has been in short supply 

when it comes to the state-related schools, which are 

getting $514 million in 2011-12 -- hardly chump 

change, even if that's down from $604 million the 

previous year. Penn State in particular has been tight-
lipped about its finances. 

Yet as the Jerry Sandusky child-abuse scandal 

demonstrates, hiding and covering up are self-

defeating strategies. Imagine how the Sandusky mess 

might have turned out differently if top administrators 

had been more concerned with transparency than with 

protecting the school's image. 

In their House testimony, the university heads fretted 

that Right to Know provisions would be expensive to 

administer and would endanger sensitive fundraising 

and contract details, the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 
reported. 

Yet the 14 schools of the Pennsylvania State System 

of Higher Education, all state-owned, seem to be able 

to cope with those dilemmas. We suspect the state-
related schools can, too. 

Granted, a "state-related" institution is a curious 

hybrid, not quite a state school and not quite a private 
one. 

Yet the universities have been thriving, so a hybrid 

must not be such a bad thing. In other words, it's not 

impossible to believe that excellent universities can be 

supported by taxpayers -- and be accountable to those 
taxpayers at the same time. 

 


